
                                                                 
 

 

 

 

      19th December 2019 

Dear Parent, Guardian or Carer, 

RE: Uniform 

Stephenson Studio School offers students a choice of two uniform options: 

 Traditional uniform consisting of school blazer, blue shirt, navy tie, grey trousers or skirt, 

dark socks and black school shoes 

 Vocational uniform consisting of school polo shirt, school sweat top, school fleece, black 

trousers or jeans, dark socks and black trainers or shoes. 

Students should opt for one of the two choices above which should be worn in its entirety – there 

should be no ‘mixing and matching’ between uniform options. 

Increasingly, we are seeing  a number of students wearing non-approved items of clothing (branded 

hoodies and sweat tops, outdoor coats, white or coloured trainers, etc) which are not only a breach 

of the school’s uniform policy, but also represent a significant safeguarding risk. 

We would ask you to ensure that your child is wearing the correct uniform when they leave for 

school, please be advised that from Tuesday 7th January 2020 any student arriving at school 

inappropriately dressed will be asked to correct their uniform and if necessary, will be sent home 

and asked to change, with the requirement to make up any lost time. 

RE: Drinks 

The school has a policy (in line with government guidelines) of not allowing carbonated drinks of any 

description other than ‘fizzy’ flavoured or unflavoured water, and operates a complete ban on 

energy drinks whether carbonated or not. Students are allowed juice or juice drinks during break 

and may drink water in lessons from a water bottle that they can refill free of charge from a chilled 

water dispenser in Gordon’s Bistro. 

The link below offers some insight into the issue of energy drinks from the NASUWT website. 

https://www.nasuwt.org.uk/advice/in-the-classroom/behaviour-management/energy-drinks.html 

Prohibited drinks will be confiscated by staff and returned to students at the end of the school day. 

Thank you for your support in these important issues, have a very Merry Christmas and a Happy and 

Prosperous New Year. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

K Hobbs - Headteacher 
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